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Abstract:

Australian and NewZealand cities are characterised by low density hOusing
enabled bycartransPort POpulation increaseshave been aCCommodated
through peripheral urban expansion Continued expansion of cities is
inefficient in energy and resOurce consUmption however Rail transport can
focus developmenttightly aroundstations to aChieve cost Savings in Physical,
social and transport infrastructure This Contrasts to road solutions which lead
to linear development and low residential density

AChieving and Evaluating the Benefits of Urban Consolidation through RailTransport Improvements

Evaluating the merit Of transPort sChemes has tended to be done in iSolation
of land Use A more integrated approach is needed which plans transport
and landuse together This paper looks at (i) the savings urban consolidation
can achieve (ii) the relationShip between density and rail USe and (liD how
CostBenefitAppraisal can take the packageeffectof landuse and transport
into account Case examples from Wellington and SYdney are used to lookat these aspects
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Since wwr and increasingly since WWII, low density trends have been particularly
evident in the affiuem "new English speaking world": North America, Australia and
New Zealand. Low density cities have become the norm A spacious, single floor,
detached house with two ca.r garage out in the suburbs is regarded as the "aspiration"for many prospective house Owners

Current District Schemes in New Zealand sti11 penalise against the terraced house Yet
on its own plot, with outdoor liVing at ground level (and sometimes above ground
level), the terraced house contains some of the best features of detached and semi
detached housing Terraced housing should be permissible in any settlement

The standard argument against terrace housing is that two to four storey houses built
against boundaries wi11 block some sunlight The meridian of the sun in Australia and
New Zealand is sufficient however to guarantee at least one sunroom in all dwellings,
except perhaps in the middle of winter If allowed to make the Choice, some people
would choose accessibility, cost, and/or other factors, ahead of winter sunlight These
choices should be allowed to be made as Dj light as they can be in Northern Europe
(where zero winter sUnlight is permitted)

Minimum plot sizes also limit density Despite the steady decline in household size and
lifestyle changes, minimum plot size regulations are still enforced Front, side, and rear
yards remain mandatory planning rules yet they take up space and reduce density.
Owners should be allowed to have no side windows, to make their walls fire and sound
resistant and to build up to their section perimeter

Building height restrictions also limit residential density Apart from sUnlight, height
restrictions are often justified on the basis of protecting views for existing residents
Undemocratically, existing residents are permitted to break the rules

• Car Orientation

Garage doors are increasingly becoming the unattractive ground floor" appearance of
many houses In the interests of sustainability, car usage should be discouraged In
Australia and New Zealand, planning regulations impose SUbtle pressures to encourage
car ownership Enforced off-street car parking is perhaps the strongest encouragementin many district schemes to OWn a car

There i, no valid 'easoo why off.,,,,,,, "" P",king 'houlcl be _datory • it ,imply
provides the reason to own a car to put in the garage The garage also requires space
which reduces housing density and increases construction costs In contrast, existing
residents are permitted to have no off-street parking which is undemocratic

Market forces should be allowed to determine the quantity and location of car
parking Within residential areas, the kerb opposite a person's property frontage is
often Sufficient to meet parking requirements; for exclusive use of that kerbside, a feeshould be paid
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Medium Scenario

This scenario took the average of the ten percent and maximum probable scenarios

Three scenarios were developed to look at the potential for increasing population in
the rail corridor: (1) Ien Percent Increase; (2) Maximum Probable and (3) Medium
All three scenarios assumed (i) that it would take thirty years to achieve the increase in
dwellings and (ii) that the same number of houses would be bUilt each year

I en Per'cent Increase

This scenario assumed that town planning rules would not be changed significantly and
that the number of dwellings would increase by 10% Over the thirty year period

Maximum Probable Scenario

This scenario was based on studies of sample residential areas along the railway to
determine the capacity for realistic density increases Four study areas (delii:>erately
unnamed) are Shown in Figures I I to I 4 Many residential sites were sufficiently
large to accommodate relocating the existing dwelling to the rear ofthe site .. a not too
difficult engineering process This allows extra housing in the front yard

I he dwellings shown in the front yards are based upon a modem equivalent of the
most Successful house type built within the area bounded by the Inner Wellington
Green Belt before wwr Ihese houses were usually one room wide (Srn) and three
rooms deep (12m), have two storeys high, a frve metre rear yard and a minimum front
yard; they are still very popular today The five metre width permits one kerbside carpark

Currently, gross densities (including streets, open spaces, shops, service premises,
schools etc) in the Johnsonville corridor range between 14 persons per hectare to 28
Over the period 1981-91 there has been little change in density Net density (a measure
which eXcludes open space and parks) range fr om between 19 persons per hectare to
28 Much higher net densities are attainable: Mount Victoria, an inner Wellington
suburb has a net density of83 persons per hectare

Average household size has been declining in the Wellington Region As a
consequence, the population ofthe JohnsonviUe line corridor can only increase if there
is a more than compensating increase in the number of households Infill housing
could provide the extra dwellings required For this to happen, some relaxation of the
District Plan rules as outlined earlier in section 3 would be required

Figure 1.1 shows a plan to infill six new dwellings, a percentage increase of 50% on
the existing twelve houses. Five of the new dwellings are allOwed by utilising road
reserve and one by relocating an existing dwelling to the rear Figure 1 2 shows a

plan to infill 19 new houses on an area with 11 existing houses; a percentage increase
0173% Eighteen of the new dwellings are allowed by relocating the existing house to
the rear of the site and placing two semi-detached houses at the front Figure I 3
shows nine new houses on nine existing houses (a 100% percentage increase) Site
size limits five of the new dwellings to detached houses. Figure I 4 shows a 200%
increase in houses All ! 6 new houses are semi detached of which eight are enabled by
relocating the existing house to the rear; the other eight can be accommodated at the
front of the sites without relocating the existing houses
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• Scenario Forecasts

I able 1 presents the population and resultant density forecasts In 2011, the maximum
probable scenario projects an increase of 15 .3 thousand people, a percentage increase
of 42% (a annual increase of 18%) The medium scenario projects an increase of 7.7
thousand people whilst the "10% (households) scenario" projects negligible change in
population

0 sonVl e orn or opu atlon enslty orecasts

Year & Households Population Density(l) % Increase in
Scenario Rail Trips(2)

1981 - 35031 16.8

1986 14149 - -
1991 - 36214 17.4
10% 2001 14855 35442 17.0 -1%

10% 2011 15325 36335 17.7 2%

10% 2021 15560 36782 17.7 3%

Med 2001 17167 40016 19.2 12%

Med 2011 19179 43958 21.1 24%

Med 2021 20185 45928 22.1 .30%

MPrb 2001 19479 44589 21.4 25%

MPrb 2011 23033 51580 24.8 46%

MPrb 2021 24810 55075 26.5 56%

Table 1
J hn Oil C 'd PI' & D . F

Notes: (1) Gross denSIty III persons per hectare
(2) % increase on 1993 Average Annual Daily Rail I rips

In 1991, the population of the Johnsonville corridor accounted for about one quarter
of the population of Wellington City and 10% of the Wellington Region In 2011, the
maximum probable scenario projects the Johnsonville corridor population shares to
rise to 31% and 12% respectively

Population demographics and location will influence the effect on rail ridership

In terms of population, the WRC projects: (i) a relatively higher growth in the 5-19
age group (who have a higher propensity to use rail) of 1% pa; (ii) a higher growth
rate in the 60+ age group (who have a lower than average rail trip rate) of 1 8% pa;
and, a lower than average growth rate for the remainder of the population of 0 63% pa
WRC (1992) Overall the effect of the change inage profile is predicted to be slightly
negative causing a -0 15% pa change in rail trips per year

In terms of location, the closer to rail stations, the greater the impact population
change has on rail patronage A plot of the observed and predicted relationship
between access time and residential trip rate for the Iohnsonville corridor is presented
in the Appendix together with the predicted functions

The predicted functions suggested a unitary access elasticity; residential trip rate Is
predicted to decline proportionately with access time (a ten percent increase in access
time reduces the trip rate by 10%)
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Three types of urban consolidation were evaluated:

• Physical Infrastructure Savings

Indicative estimates prepared by Hughes Trueman lUdlow!Dwyer leslie Pty ltd for
the Department of Planning were used Two areas on the fringe (Erskine Park/St
Clair and Rouse Hill) were compared to two consolidation areas (Bankstown and
Hurstville) The range of benefits from urban consolidation are shown in Table 2:

There are substantial potential savings achievable through urban consolidation in areas
where services are already in place and spare capacity is available (a result of falling
population and dispersal of industry) rhe range of benefits are between $A 30,700
and $A 18,900 per lot (840 square metre) Sewers, water and stormwater account for
approaching two-thirds of total physical infrastructure cost savings
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Table 2
Total Cost Difference in Physical Infrastructure

Between Consolidation and Fringe Development
$ P D 11' 1989/90 P . (840 I .)er we mg nces square metre ot sIze

Maximum Difference (A$) Minimum Difference (A$)

Component: 50 dw/ha 18 dw/ha 50 dw/ha 18 dw/ha

Sewer 8422 7752 4551 3881

Water 4171 3601 3411 2841

Stonnwater 7276 7276 3898 3898

Gas 1753 1492 1369 1108

Power 2248 2152 1885 1789

Te1ecom 1031 795 659 423

Local Roads 4635 4635 2483 2483
Misc, 1148 1148 615 615
Total 30684 28851 18871 17038

Source: Hughes Trueman Lud10wIDwyer Leshe (1991)

• Social Infrastructure Savings
Savings were based on accommodating the predicted residence of the CIA compared
to a peripheral green field site. Savings were either costed on a dwelling or population
basis and were attributed to funding sour~e: private, state or other Table 3 presents
the main elements:

Socm I astructure avmgs

Service Costing Dnit Funding Source
Community Services Dwelling Private
Open Space Provision Dwelling Private
& Embellishment
Primary School Resident State,Commonwealth, Private
Secondary Schooling Resident State, Commonwealth, Private

Tertiary Education Included in Transport Consolidation
Benefits

Hospitals Resident State Commonwealth
Emergency Services Resident State
Shopping Resident Private
Churches & Charities Resident Private
Social Amenities Resident Various

Table 3
. I nfr S .

Source: DJA et al (1992)

• Transport Infrastructure Savings
Savings were assumed to accrue only to residents relocating to the CIA and using rail
to travel to work Without the Airport Link, these residents were assumed to live on
the urban periphery, to use rail and to work in central Sydney The justification for
these assumptions was fourfold: firstly, rail obtains a 75-85% share of long distance
commuting trips to the CBD; secondly, rail users are more likely to be attracted to the
CIA development than car users as the development is "stimulated" by the
improvement in rail service level; thirdly, inner city consolidation ultimately replaces
urban fringe development; fourtWy, the destination of non peak trips is far less certain
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Appendix
Predicted Relationships Between Residential Trip Rate and Access Tinte

Notes: W'ton refers to resrdence zones accessmg WellIngton statIOn; J'vrl1e to
residence zones accessing other stations

Access Access Constant Constant R2
Time/31 Time /tl /30 /t/J'ville Peak

-122 3.0 6.79 8.03 19J'ville OffPeak
-072 1.6 571 620 .04J'ville Saturday -072 1.6 577 627 .04J'ville AADT
-1.02 1.59 3.56 1.97 14

W'ton Peak
-1.0 I 1.57 3.71 2.05 .08W'ton OffPeak -086 156 3.13 202 .08W'ton Saturd"Y -087 156 320 206 .14W'tonAADT
-1.02 1.59 3.56 1.98 .14

Estimation Equation:

Q! P ~ exp /30 A/31

Q! p~ Rail trips (Q) per thousand population (P)
/30 < Constant

A ~, Access time in minutes

131", Access time parameter
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